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Moderated by Diana RIZZOLIO | Coordinator, Geneva Environment Network

Opening Remarks

Setting the Context: Overview of the Thematic focus by the Special Rapporteur on the human rights to safe drinking water and sanitation.
- Pedro ARROJO-AGUDO | UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights to safe drinking water and sanitation

Panel Presentations
- Kate MACKINTOSH | Executive Director, Promise Institute for Human Rights Europe | Deputy Co-chair of the Independent Expert Panel for the Legal Definition of Ecocide in 2020-2021
- Musonda MUMBA | Secretary General, Ramsar Convention on Wetlands
- David BOYD | UN Special Rapporteur on human rights and the environment

Q&A

Closing Remarks
- H.E. Amb. Aurora DÍAZ-RATO REVUELTÀ | Permanent Representative of Spain to the United Nations in Geneva
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THANK YOU FOR JOINING!

H.E. Amb. Katharina STASCH
Permanent Representative of Germany to the United Nations in Geneva

Pedro ARROJO-AGUDO
UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights to safe drinking water and sanitation

Kate MACKINTOSH
Executive Director, Promise Institute for Human Rights Europe | Deputy Co-chair of the Independent Expert Panel for the Legal Definition of Ecocide in 2020-2021

Musonda MUMBA
Secretary General, Ramsar Convention on Wetlands

David BOYD
UN Special Rapporteur on human rights and the environment

H.E. Amb. Aurora DÍAZ-RATO REVUELTA
Permanent Representative of Spain to the United Nations in Geneva

Diana RIZZOLIO
Coordinator, Geneva Environment Network | Moderator
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20-22 SEPTEMBER 2023

PALAIS DES NATIONS & ONLINE | WEBEX

tiny.cc/GENToxicFreeTalks
PROGRAM

Taking place on the sidelines of the 54th session of the Human Rights Council, this year’s Toxic Free Talks highlights the work of the Special Rapporteur and of organizations in the struggle for the right to live in a toxic-free environment.

All events are taking place at Palais des Nations and online.

Wednesday, 20 September
- 9:00-10:00 CEST | Greenwashing and False Solutions Are Toxic for Human Rights | Room H.307-1

Thursday, 21 September
- 13:15-14:45 CEST | No More Agrotoxics in our Food and Environment! | Agroecology: A Key Element for a Just Transition | Room H.207
- 15:30-16:30 CEST | Paths for Alternatives and a Just Transition for Chemical Workers | Room H.307-2

Friday, 22 September
- 10:00-11:00 CEST | International Maritime Organization: Navigating the Rights Way | Room XXV
- 13:00-14:00 CEST | Integrating Detoxification and Decarbonization to Protect Human Rights of Affected Communities | Room XXV | with the Permanent Mission of Chile
- 15:00-16:00 CEST | Right to Science, Central to the Future Science-Policy Panel to Contribute Further to the Sound Management of Chemicals and Waste and to Prevent Pollution | Room H.307-2
WHAT'S NEXT?

genevaenvironmentnetwork.org

CONFERENCE
Geneva Toxic Free Talks 2023
20 – 22 SEP 2023
EarthJustice, Special Procedures of the UN Human Rights Council, GEN

CONFERENCE
Advancing a Human Rights-based Approach to Accelerate the Sound Management of Chemicals and Waste for People and the Planet | ICCM5 Side Event
27 SEP 2023 13:15 - 14:45
Bonn and Online | Webex
OHCHR, GEN

CONFERENCE
Briefing on the 5th Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Minamata Convention on Mercury
05 OCT 2023 14:00 – 15:30
International Environment House I, Room 2 & Online | Webex
Minamata Convention on Mercury, GEN
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